
 

APÉNDICE A. CARTA DE PERMISOS DE AUTOR 

  

Received: from envoy.cs.umd.edu (envoy.cs.umd.edu [128.8.130.251]) 
by mail.pue.udlap.mx (8.9.0/8.9.0) with ESMTP id IAA23960 
for <is106071@mail.udlap.mx>; Sat, 9 Nov 2002 08:30:07 -0600 (CST) 
Received: by envoy.cs.umd.edu with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
id <W3M0SHLN>; Sat, 9 Nov 2002 09:28:06 -0500 
Message-ID: 
<AE125C7BF795D311A09700C00D0145BB01AEAC82@envoy.cs.umd.edu> 
From: "Shneiderman, Ben" <ben@cs.umd.edu>  
To: =?iso-8859-1?Q?=27Nabani_N=2E_Silva_Cort=E9s=27?= 
<is106071@mail.udlap.mx>, 
"Shneiderman, Ben" <ben@cs.umd.edu> 
Subject: RE: Snapshot Permission 
Date: Sat, 9 Nov 2002 09:28:02 -0500  
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by mail.pue.udlap.mx id IAA23960 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Length: 1761 
Status: O 
 
Thank you for your note. I'm pleased to hear about your progress. 
You are welcome to use the screen shots of our work, but please 
add this credit for each image 
"Used with Permission of the University of Maryland,  
Human-Computer Interaction Lab, Copyright 2002" 
 
best wishes... Ben S 
 
Ben Shneiderman ben@cs.umd.edu 
Dept of Computer Science 301-405-2680 
Univ. of Maryland 301-405-6707 fax 
College Park, MD 20742  
Lab: www.cs.umd.edu/hcil Bio: www.cs.umd.edu/~ben 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Nabani N. Silva Cortés [mailto:is106071@mail.udlap.mx] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2002 12:31 AM 
To: ben@cs.umd.edu 
Subject: Snapshot Permission 
 



 

 
Hi Dr. Ben, let me introduce myself, my name is Nabani Silva, im a student 
in UDLAP/ICT lab, im working on my thesis project using your great ideas 
about Visual Information Seeking (in specific Starfields and Dynamic 
Queries) in the approach to present an application for use in Digital 
Libraries. Dr. Alfredo Sanchez previously wrote you asking fo r some code I 
could use for my project. I'm glad to tell I'm using that surprising ideas. 
In my report im including a section explaining your work in relation with 
VIS, and id like to use some snapshots to show the interfaces of that work, 
concretely an image showing the AlphaSlider, one of Dynamic HomeFinder, and 
one of FilmFinder, ive taken that images of "Visual Information Seeking: 
Tight Coupling of Dynamic Query Filters with Starfield Displays" and from 
"The Alphaslider: A Compact and Rapid Selector" and im including full 
bibliographic reference to that articles, is there any copyright problem to 
do that? 
 
The project is not yet finished but advances are available at: 
http://ict.udlap.mx/people/nabani 
 
Thank you so much. 
 
Nabani 


